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Pytania za 3 punkty
1. It’s important to … our local environment.
A) look into
B) look after

C) look up

D) look back

E) onlook

2. Which word is not American English?
A) analyze
B) flavor

C) learned

D) programme

E) catalog

3. I bought a second … so that I could use two screens while I’m working.
A) printer
B) mouse pad
C) keyboard
D) software

E) monitor

4. I’m so happy Adam … dinner by the time I get home. I’m starving!
A) will be cooking
B) will have cooked
C) will has cooked

D) is going to cook

E) was cooking

5. I saw … brilliant film last night. It was about … Charlie Chaplin.
A) a / a
B) an / a
C) the / ---

D) a / ---

E) --- / ---

6. I … Greg a favour by … a speech.
A) did / making
B) made / doing

C) made / making

D) did / doing

E) did / made

7. Let’s take the bus, … ?
A) could we
B) must we

C) let we

D) don’t we

E) shall we

8. Which word is the odd one out?
A) wage
B) silk

C) flowery

D) striped

E) baggy

9. You made hardly … mistakes.
A) some
B) --

C) a

D) such a

E) any

10. Mrs Cook knows … of her students by name.
A) every one
B) every
C) whole
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11. … she could, she went home.
A) Although
B) While
C) As soon as

D) ---

E) much

D) So

E) Until

12. “I like it here.”
A) likes it here

C) would like it here

D) liked it there

E) had liked it there

13. - My brother works in the supermarket.
-…
A) So am I.
B) So does me.

C) So does mine.

D) Neither doesn’t me. E) Neither is mine.

14. The sweater looks good … you.
A) at
B) on

C) in

D) during

Bob said he … .
B) liked it here

E) from

15. Would you like a … with your soup?
A) bun
B) bread

C) toast

D) roll

E) vinegar

16. The house is situated among beautiful … , three kilometres from a sandy beach.
A) view
B) scenery
C) sights
D) looks
17. - Thanks very much for your help.
-…
A) We’re out of stock at the moment.
D) For here or to go?

B) I’ll leave it.
E) I’m just looking.

C) Not at all, madam. It’s a pleasure.

18. I haven’t got a place to stay today. Can you … me … ?
A) put / up
B) get / in
C) take / away
19. The word is … , but I can’t remember it.
A) with open arms
B) on the tip of my tongue

E) landscape

D) look / after

E) drop / off

C) hair-raising D) by heart

E) through nose

20. The fans climbed over the fence to … paying.
A) prevent
B) refuse
C) devour
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21. Which word is the odd one out?
A) exhaust
B) wiper
C) windscreen

D) abandon

E) avoid

D) quay

E) bonnet

22. Alice … at the police station, charged with trespassing.
A) broke up
B) ended up
C) got away

D) let off

E) took out

23. Which sentence about Australia is true?
A) Its population is enormous.
C) There are mountains in south-west Australia.
E) It’s a very fertile land, you can grow a lot there.
24. Which city is called the City of Churches?
A) Auckland
B) Sydney

B) Only five countries in the world are bigger than Australia.
D) Half of the country is desert.

C) Adelaide

25. Todd River Regatta … .
A) is organized in Sydney
B) is a festival of canoe races
D) starts with a big water fight
E) happens twice a year
26. Which of these sentences is NOT TRUE?
A) Aeroplanes are necessary for the Flying Doctors.
C) People in Australia often travel by road or by air.
E) Melbourne is the largest outback city.

D) Canberra

C) has special boats which are carried by sailors

B) Children in the outback use the School of the Air.
D) ‘Road trains’ carry cattle from cattle stations.

27. Which of these celebrities does not come from Australia?
A) Nicole Kidman
B) Kylie Minogue
C) Mel Gibson

D) Peter Jackson

28. Which sentence about koalas is true?
A) They are born from eggs but they drink milk from their mothers.
C) Their cry sounds like someone laughing.
E) They catch food with their long fast tongues.
29. Maori … .
A) are the people of Australia
D) are the people of Tasmania

E) Brisbane

B) They have a pouch like kangaroos.
D) They have wings but they cannot fly.

B) are the people of New Zealand
E) are / were short with blue eyes

30. What’s the capital of New Zealand?
A) Dunedin
B) Auckland
C) Wellington D) Hamilton

E) Russell Crowe

E) Christchurch

C) died out

